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9:00-9:15am Welcome and introductory remarks     

9:15-10:00am Finding Common Ground: Restoring Plant Communities Globally using the SER 

Standards for Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

 Cristina Eisenberg, Ecologist, Author, and member of the Society for Ecological 

Restoration Board of Directors 

 Indigenous peoples globally have long had deep relationships with the plants they used 

for food and medicine. They managed these culturally significant species with great care 

because they recognized them as critical to human wellbeing. Indigenous peoples’ 

awareness of the relationships between plants and whole ecosystems is termed 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK). Beginning in the 15th century, on several 

continents, for political power and economic gain, European settlers took over 

Indigenous peoples’ lands. Colonizers cut down forests and plowed under grasslands and 

replanted them with non-native agronomic species, thereby disrupting the delicate food-

web relationships and severely degrading ecosystems worldwide. Today Western 

scientists from botany and other disciplines are striving to heal the damage done. 

Restoration ecologists have learned that one of the most effective ways to restore plant 

communities is by partnering with Indigenous people to use local knowledge, including 

TEK, to find solutions. In this presentation we will examine the Society for Ecological 

Restoration (SER) standards for such partnerships and case studies from North American 

and beyond that are helping heal the damage done to the earth and people by settler 

colonialism. 

10-10:10 Break     

10:10-11:00 An Introduction to the Cultural Frameworks of Western and Indigenous Science 

  Demarus Tevuk, Engagement Strategist, Sustainable Seattle 

Native Americans have been practicing sustainability since time immemorial and their 

knowledge systems evolved into a set of sustainable guidelines using ethics and values, 

scientific content, and objectives. This presentation will outline a set of traditional 

sustainable values and how they are taught and reinforced. Western science has a goal 

of being objective but cultural markers are still present in this knowledge system. The 

best way to begin to bridge traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) and western science 

is to understand the cultural frameworks present in both systems. In order to avoid 

appropriation and to honor the context of traditional ecological knowledge, traditional 

knowledge holders must be present in projects where TEK is utilized. 

11:00-11:10 Break     
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11:10-12:00 Sharing the Power: Hyperlocal Community-led Solutions to Advance Environmental 

and Climate Justice 

 Adrienne Hampton, Climate Policy and Engagement Manager, Duwamish River Cleanup 

Coalition 

There is only one river in Seattle. The Duwamish River Valley needs us -- all of us -- 

working together for a better future. Due to the complex legacy of environmental racism 

in the Duwamish Valley, building community resilience through community ownership, 

decision-making and power-building is imperative to establishing equitable safeguards 

for a resilient district. From small-scale projects to large investments, community-led 

processes are integral to knitting together critical systems and infrastructure to support 

public health, social cohesion, environmental justice, economic relief and cross-cultural 

identity for thriving communities. 

12:00-1:00 Lunch break     

1:00-2:30 Careers in Restoration: Models of Accessible Pathways 

Speakers will share three programs providing leadership development, training, 

mentoring, community engagement and hands-on work opportunities that prepare 

participants to pursue careers in restoration. 

Tenacious Roots: Youth Leadership for Conservation Action 

Ed Dominguez | Seward Park Audubon Center 

The conservation mission of Audubon and the old growth forest of Seward Park makes it 

the ideal setting to provide leadership training and inspire youth from diverse 

communities to take action on environmental issues. Participants earn service learning 

hours by addressing the local impacts of climate change and protecting plants and 

wildlife through civic engagement, community organizing, and restoring the forest of 

Seward Park. 

Dirt Corps Adult Training Program 

Casey Ruff and Veronica Villarreal | Dirt Corps 

Dirt Corps focuses on creating green career pathways for people facing barriers within 

the existing routes to environmental work. The program combines classroom instruction 

and hands-on training at outdoor work sites. Subjects include green stormwater 

infrastructure, ecological restoration, and urban forestry. Dirt Corps promotes a safe and 

supportive culture of learning rooted in equity and led by staff committed to being anti-

racist. 
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Seattle Conservation Corps 

Ruth Blaw | Seattle Parks and Recreation 

The Seattle Conservation Corps is a unique Parks and Recreation program that provides 

employment for people experiencing homelessness. This program gives homeless adults 

opportunities to train and work in a structured program that provides them with job 

skills and carries out projects that benefit our community members and our 

environment. The Corps’ work includes maintenance of green stormwater infrastructure 

for Seattle Public Utilities, and staff are actively building a new educational component 

to support this work. 

Presentations will be followed by a panel discussion and Q&A to help audience members 

explore opportunities to engage with these programs or learn how they can implement 

similar models within their own workplaces to create more equitable access to 

restoration careers. 

2:30-2:40 Break     

2:40-3:25 Restoring Cultural and Environmental Communities 

  Jourdan Keith, Founder and Director of Urban Wilderness Project 

Jourdan Keith will close our symposium with a session that will explore engaging people 

in restoration work, especially those who have been left out in the past. In this 

interactive exercise, she will draw from her community expertise, leadership, and 

engagement in her nonprofit work and guide attendees in a reflection on how they can 

most authentically engage the communities they work with. 

3:25-3:30 Closing remarks    
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